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AbstratThe ut polyhedron ut(G) of an undireted graph G = (V;E) is the dominant of the onvexhull of all its nonempty edge utsets. After examining various ompat extended formulationsfor ut(G), we study some of its polyhedral properties. In partiular, we haraterize all thefaets indued by inequalities with right-hand side at most 2. These inlude all the rank faetsof the polyhedron.





3.1. IntrodutionLet G = (V;E) be an undireted graph. For S � V , the ut Æ(S) of G is the set of all the edgesof G having exatly one endnode in S. For a subset U of a set W , �(U) 2 RW denotes theinidene vetor of U in W , where the notation RW (RW+ ) stands for the set of all real valued(nonnegative) funtions with domain W .The ut polyhedron is the dominant of the onvex hull of the inidene vetors of all thenonempty uts of G, i.e.,ut(G) = Conv �x 2 RE+ j x � �(Æ(S)) for some ; 6= S � V 	 :The polyhedron syn(G) = �x 2 RE+ j x(Æ(S)) � 1 for all ; 6= S � V 	 ;alled the network synthesis polyhedron, whose faets are given by the extreme points of ut(G),is the bloking polyhedron of ut(G). Note that with a right hand side vetor of 2's, syn(G)provides a relaxation of problems like the k-Conneted Subgraph, the Traveling Salesman, andthe Graphial Traveling Salesman problems (see [5℄).With a bloking pair of polyhedra, it is natural to onsider four losely linked problems:Problem 1 (Separation for ut(G)) Given �x 2 RE+ , �nd an inequality ax � b valid for ut(G)suh that a�x < b or prove that no suh an inequality exists.Problem 2 (Optimization over ut(G)) Given a ost funtion  2 RE+ , solveminfx j x 2 ut(G)g :Problem 3 (Separation for syn(G)) Given �x 2 RE+ , �nd a set ; � S � V suh that�x(Æ(S)) < 1or prove that all suh inequalities are satis�ed.Problem 4 (Optimization over syn(G) - network synthesis) Given a ost funtion  2RE+ , solve min fx j x 2 syn(G)g :This last problem amounts to alloating (frational) apaities x 2 RE+ suh that at least oneunit of ow an be sent between every pair of nodes at minimum -ost.As we have a bloking pair of polyhedra, problems 1 and 4 are equivalent and problems 2 and3 are equivalent. What is more, all four problems are polynomially solvable provided that oneof them is polynomially solvable. In fat fast ombinatorial algorithms are known for Problem 2(minimum ut), and for Problem 3 (ut inequality violation), and the open question is whetherthere is a fast ombinatorial algorithm for separation over the ut polytope (Problem 1) and forProblem 4. Inidentally, observe how, ontrary to what usually happens, the integral version ofProblem 4 is muh easier, as it amounts to �nding a minimum -ost spanning tree of G.In this note we make several simple observations about the bloking pair ut(G) and syn(G)motivated by this open question. Spei�ally, in Setion 2 we point out how to onstrut a varietyof extended formulations of polynomial size for the two polyhedra. Clearly any suh formulation



4.and a fast linear programming algorithm lead to algorithms to solve all four problems 1{4 inpolynomial time.In Setion 3 we make some observations about the faets/extreme points of ut(G)/syn(G),respetively. These two polyhedra have been studied earlier. For small graphs the faets ofut(G) have been enumerated and lassi�ed by Alevras [1℄. Various polynomial size formulationsare presented in Tamir [11℄. The polyhedron syn(G) has been studied in [5℄, and a formulationof polynomial size is presented (for direted graphs) in [4℄ and [10℄.2. Extended FormulationsGiven a graph G = (V;E) with n nodes, we hoose node r = n to be the root node. Thefollowing trivial and well-known observation is important in what follows. We say that a utÆ(S) is an (r; t)-ut if r 2 S and t 2 V n S.Observation 1. Every ut Æ(S) with ; � S � V is an (r; t)-ut for some t = 1; : : : ; n� 1.2.1. Formulations for ut(G)Let utr;t(G) = Conv �x 2 RE j x � �(Æ(S)) for some frg � S � V n ftg	. We now use Obser-vation 1.Proposition 1. ut(G) = Conv(Sn�1t=1 utr;t(G)):Proposition 2 ([2℄) Let P i = �x 2 Rd+ j Aix � bi	 for i = 1; : : : ; k be polyhedra with the samereession one, i.e., Ri = �x 2 Rd+ j Aix � 0	 are idential for all i. ThenConv(Ski=1 P t) = projxn(x; z1; : : : ; zk; �) 2 Rd � Rkd+ � Rk+ ���x =Pki=1 zi; Aizi � bi�i for i = 1; : : : ; k; Pki=1 �i = 1o.Proof. The inlusion \�" is straightforward. Conversely, suppose a feasible point (x; z1; : : : ; zk;�) is given. Let I = fi : �i > 0g, v = Pi=2I zi, and xi = zi=�i for i 2 I. Now for i 2 I,xi + v 2 P i as xi 2 P i and v 2 Ri. But now x =Pki=1(xi + v)�i with Pki=1 �i = 1 and �i � 0for all i, and thus x 2 Conv(Ski=1 P i). 2This shows that if ompat formulations are available for all the polyhedra P i, k is not toolarge, and the above ondition is satis�ed, then we have a ompat formulation for Conv(Ski=1 P i)(albeit in a higher dimensional spae).As the reession one of utr;t(G) is the nonnegative orthant, it suÆes to take any formulationof utr;t(G) and apply propositions 1 and 2 to obtain an extended formulation for ut(G).One extended formulation for utr;t(G) is obtained by forming a digraph D = (V;A) andputting ars ij and ji in A if and only if the edge e = (i; j) 2 E. We take the lassialformulation onsisting of the dual of the linear program that de�nes the ows irulations in D,where the ow in the ar tr is maximized. Dropping the supersript t, we obtain:ze = yij + yji for all e = (i; j) 2 E�j � �i � yij for all ij 2 A n ftrg�t � �r = 1yij � 0 for all ij 2 A.



5.Applying Proposition 2 and projeting out the z and � variables, immediately leads to theextended formulationxe =Pn�1t=1 (ytij + ytji) for all e = (i; j) 2 E�tj � �ti � ytij for all ij 2 A n ftrg; t = 1; : : : ; n� 1Pn�1t=1 (�tt � �tr) = 1�tt � �tr � 0 for t = 1; : : : ; n� 1ytij � 0 for all ij 2 A; t = 1; : : : ; n� 1.Also without loss of generality we an set �tr = 0 for t = 1; : : : ; n� 1.A seond extended formulation for utr;t(G) is obtained by introduing edge variables y forall edges of the omplete graph Kn along with the triangle inequalities. Again t is �xed and thesupersript t has been dropped.xe � ye for e = (i; j) 2 Eye + yf � yg for all triangles fe; f; gg in Knye = 1 for e = (r; t)ye � 0 for all e in Kn.Observe that the triangle inequalities and yrt = 1 imply that Pe2P ye � 1 for every r � t pathP , and it is well-known that these onstraints generate utr;t(G).Using Proposition 2 and eliminating the variables z and � givesxe �Pn�1t=1 yte for e = (i; j) 2 E; t = 1; : : : ; n� 1yte + ytf � ytg for all triangles fe; f; gg in Kn; t = 1; : : : ; n� 1Pn�1t=1 ytrt = 1yte � 0 for all e in Kn; t = 1; : : : ; n� 1.These formulations are from Tamir [11℄.2.2. Formulations for syn(G)Now we onsider formulations for syn(G). We �x the root r as before. Letsynr;t(G) = �x 2 RE+ j x(Æ(S)) � 1 for all frg � S � V n ftg	 :Again we use Observation 1.Observation 2. syn(G) = Tn�1t=1 synr;t(G).So now it suÆes to take any formulation for synr;t(G). One possibility is to again bidiretthe graph G, and then let f tij be the ow on ar ij 2 A. The resulting formulation isf tuv � xe, for all e = (u; v) 2 E, uv 6= trf tvu � xe; for all e = (u; v) 2 E, vu 6= trf ttr � 1Pvu2A f tvu =Puv2A f tuv for all v 2 Vf t � 0.Observe that for any value �x of the vetor x, the system assoiated with node t has a feasiblesolution if and only if the �x-value of a minimum (r; t)-ut is at least 1. Therefore the resultingpolyhedron has a feasible solution if and only if the �x value of every (r; t)-ut is at least 1, i.e.,if and only if �x 2 synr;t(G). So this polyhedron provides a ompat formulation for synr;t(G).



6.3. Some faial properties of ut(G)We go bak now to the ut polyhedron ut(G) in its \natural" spae RE . This polyhedron isof the dominant type and is obviously full-dimensional. So the faet-induing inequalities areuniquely de�ned, up to positive saling fators. Therefore, from now on, we assume that a faet-induing inequality ax � b is given in its (unique) minimum integer form, i.e., the oeÆientsof the integer vetor (a; b) are relatively prime.A faet-induing inequality ax � b an be represented by a weighted subgraph Ga = (V;Ea)of G, made with the edges e 2 E with ae 6= 0 and where a is its weight vetor. The followingfats are easy to prove for a faet-induing inequality ax � b:a) the right hand side b is nonnegative; if b > 0, then a is a nonnegative vetor; if b = 0, thenax � b oinides with xe � 0, for some e 2 E;b) if b > 0, then b is the minimum weight of a ut in Ga;) if b > 0, then the inequality ax � b is faet-induing for ut(G) if and only if Ga ontainsa family of jEaj linearly independent minimum weight uts (a set of uts is said linearindependent if so is the set of the orresponding inidene vetors);d) if b = 1 then ax � b oinides with x(F ) � 1, where F is a spanning tree of G.Before giving two general properties of the faet-induing inequalities for ut(G), we introduesome de�nitions that are needed to state an important result in polyhedral ombinatoris, thatombines results of Edmonds, Johnson and of Lehman.Let T be a subset of nodes in an undireted graph G = (V;E) of even ardinality. A subsetE0 of E is a T -join if T is the set of nodes of odd degree in G0 = (V;E0). A ut Æ(S) is a T -utif S \ T has odd ardinality. It is easy to see that the family of all the minimal T -joins of Gand the family of all the T -uts of G are bloking families, in the sense that the minimal T -joinsare the minimal set that interset every T -ut and vie versa. Let X(TJ) and X(TC) be theinidene matries of all the minimal T -joins and all the T -uts, respetively, versus the edgesof G.A 0; 1-matrix M is ideal if the set overing polyhedron Q(M) = �x 2 Rn+ jMx � 1	 has allinteger verties.Theorem 1 ([7℄,[8℄) Let T be a subset of the nodes of an undireted graph G = (V;E) of evenardinality. Then both the 0; 1-matries X(TJ) and X(TC) are ideal.Proof. Edmonds and Johnson [7℄ give an eÆient algorithm that �nds a T -join of minimumweight. If the weights of G are nonnegative, their algorithm onstruts a orresponding (fra-tional) paking of T -uts of the same value, thus proving that X(TC) is an ideal matrix.Given a 0; 1 matrix M , its bloking matrix B(M) is the 0; 1 matrix whose rows are all the 0; 1vetors of minimal support in Q(M). Lehman [8℄ shows that a 0; 1 matrixM with no dominatedrow is ideal if and only if B(M) is also ideal. Sine X(TJ) = B(X(TC)), then X(TJ) is idealas well. 2Padberg and Rao [9℄ give an eÆient algorithm to ompute a T -ut of minimum weight, whenall the weight are nonnegative. To our knowledge, their algorithm does not expliitly provide aorresponding frational paking of T -joins of the same value and therefore it does not give a



7.diret proof that X(TJ) is an ideal matrix. It would be nie to have an algorithm that expliitlyomputes suh a dual solution.We now an state our �rst general property of the inequalities (in minimum integer form) thatare faet-induing for ut(G):Theorem 2. If an inequality ax � b is faet-induing for ut(G) and b is greater than one, thenb is even.Proof. Assume ax � b is faet-induing for ut(G) with b > 1 and odd. In Ga, let T be theset of nodes v suh that a(Æ(v)) is odd. Then T is a nonempty set of even ardinality sine theweight b of a ut of Ga is odd.Let Æ(S) � Ea be any T -ut of minimum weight in Ga. Sine all weights of Ga are positive,by Theorem 1 the inidene vetor �(Æ(S)) of Æ(S) is the solution of the linear program:min fax j x 2 Q(X(TJ))g : (1)Let E0 � E be a T -join of Ga whose assoiated onstraint has positive dual variable in someoptimal dual solution of the above linear program. Suh a variable ertainly exists, sine byassumption the optimal value of (1) is stritly positive. Then E0 intersets every T -ut of Gaat least one and, by omplementary slakness, E0 intersets every minimum weight T -ut Æ(S)exatly one (sine �(Æ(S)) is an optimal solution of the linear program (1)).Let �(E0) be the inidene vetor of E0 and de�ne a0 = a + �(E0) and b0 = b + 1. Sine theuts of weight b in Ga are exatly the minimum weight T -uts, by the above argument, b0 is theminimum value of a ut in Ga0 and every ut of weight b in Ga has weight b0 in Ga0 . So a0x � b0is a valid inequality that is satis�ed with equality by the inidene vetors of all the uts thatsatisfy ax � b at equality. Sine ax � b is in minimum integer form and b > 1, this inequalityannot be obtained by multiplying the other by a positive saling fator, a ontradition to theassumption that ax � b is faet-induing. 2Let G = (V;E) be a graph with nonnegative edge-weights we and let � be the minimum weightof a ut in G. Two uts Æ(S1) and Æ(S2) of G are rossing if none of the four sets V1 = S1 n S2,V2 = S2 n S1, V3 = S1 \ S2, and V4 = V n (S1 [ S2) is empty. Now let S1 and S2 be disjointsubsets of V . We indiate with Æ(S1; S2) the set of edges with one endnode in S1 and the otherin S2 and with w(Æ(S1; S2)) the sum of the weights of suh edges.Lemma 1 ([3℄,[6℄) Let G = (V;E) be a graph with nonnegative edge-weights we and let � bethe minimum weight of a ut in G. Let Æ(S1), Æ(S2) be two minimum uts of G that are rossing.Then w(Æ(V1; V2)) = w(Æ(V3; V4)) = 0w(Æ(V1; V3)) = w(Æ(V1; V4)) = w(Æ(V2; V3))= w(Æ(V2; V4)) = �2 :Proof. Sine w(Æ(Vi)) � � for 1 � i � 4, then2� � 12 4Xi=1 w(Æ(Vi)) = X1�i<j�4w(Æ(Vi; Vj))



8.However,2� = w(Æ(S1)) + w(Æ(S2)) = X1�i<j�4w(Æ(Vi; Vj)) + w(Æ(V1; V3)) +w(Æ(V2; V4)):Subtrating the seond from the �rst equation, we get w(Æ(V1; V3)) + w(Æ(V2; V4)) � 0 whihproves the �rst result.From 2� = 12P4i=1w(Æ(Vi)) it follows that w(Æ(Vi)) = � for 1 � i � 4, whih implies immedi-ately w(Æ(V1; V4)) = w(Æ(V4; V2)) = w(Æ(V2; V3)) = w(Æ(V3; V1)) = �2 . 2The following theorem was proven by Cornu�ejols, Fonlupt, and Naddef in their study of thestruture of the verties of syn(G). We now translate their proof in the ontext of our problem.A family F of uts is laminar if, for every pair of uts Æ(Si), Æ(Sj) in F , either Si \ Sj = ;,or Si � Sj , or Sj � Si.Theorem 3 ([5℄) Let ax � b be a faet-induing inequality for ut(G), then Ga ontains jEajlinearly independent uts of (minimum) weight b that indue a laminar family.Proof. Let jEaj = k and F = fÆ(S1); : : : ; Æ(Sk)g be a family of linearly independent minimumuts of Ga and M =Pki=1 jSij is as small as possible.Assume that F ontains two uts, say Æ(S1) and Æ(S2), suh that all three sets S1 nS2, S2 nS1,and S1 \ S2 are nonempty. Then V n (S1 [ S2) is also nonempty, else Æ(S1) = Æ(S2 n S1) andÆ(S2) = Æ(S1 n S2), thus ontraditing the minimality of M . So the uts Æ(S1) and Æ(S2) arerossing and, by Lemma 1, both Æ(S1 n S2) and Æ(S2 n S1) are minimum uts of Ga.Sine the inidene vetors of the uts in F are a basis for Rk , then both systems�(Æ(S1 n S2)) = kXi=1 �i�(Æ(Si))�(Æ(S2 n S1)) = kXi=1 �i�(Æ(Si))have a unique solution.If �1 6= 0, then F 0 = F [ fÆ(S1 n S2)g n fÆ(S1)g is a family of minimum uts of Ga whoseinidene vetors are linearly independent, a ontradition to the minimality of M . So �1 = 0and, by the same argument, �2 = 0. Again, by Lemma 1,�(Æ(S2 n S1)) + �(Æ(S1 n S2)) = �(Æ(S1)) + �(Æ(S2)):Sine �(Æ(S1)) and �(Æ(S2)) annot be expressed as linear ombination of the inidene vetorsof the other uts in F , �2 and �1 are both nonzero in the above systems and therefore F 0 =F [ fÆ(S1 n S2); Æ(S2 n S1)g n fÆ(S1); Æ(S2)g is a family of minimum uts of Ga whose inidenevetors are linearly independent, again a ontradition to the minimality of M . 2A laminar family of subsets of V that does not ontain ;, V , and both a subset S and itsomplement V n S has at most 2jV j � 3 subsets. So Theorem 3 implies that if ax � b is afaet-induing inequality for ut(G), then Ga is a sparse graph, for jEaj � 2jV j � 3 and thisbound is tight (take, e.g., the omplete graph K3 = (V;E) and the inequality x(E) � 2, whihis faet-induing for ut(K3)).A faet indued by an inequality ax � b in minimum integer form is a rank faet if a is a 0; 1vetor.



9.Theorem 4. If ax � b indues a rank faet of ut(G), then b � 2.Proof. If ax � b indues a rank faet of ut(G), then every edge of Ga has unit weight and b isthe minimum ardinality of a ut of Ga. Therefore, every node of V has degree at least b in Ga.This implies that 2jEaj � bjV j. Sine jEaj � 2jV j � 3, we have that b � 3 and, by Theorem 2,we have that b � 2. 2Let B be the set of bridges of Ga. Then a faet-induing inequality ax � b in minimum integerform with b = 2 is of the following type:x(Ea n B) + 2x(B) � 2 (2)Remark 1. In a onneted graph G = (V;E), let E2 be the subset of E ontaining the edgesthat are not bridges of G but belong to a ut of ardinality 2 (2-ut). Then E2 an be partitionedinto lasses so that every 2-ut is ontained in a lass and every pair of edges in the same lassis a 2-ut.We now haraterize the inequalities ax � b with b = 2 that are valid for ut(G) and arefaet-induing.Theorem 5. An inequality (2) is faet-induing for ut(G) if and only if E2 = E n B and nolass of the partition of E2 ontains exatly two edges.Proof. Let Ga be assoiated to the inequality (2) and let M be the inidene matrix of edgesof Ga versus uts of weight 2 in Ga. Now M has full olumn rank, so E2 = E n B. Therefore,M has a blok-diagonal struture, where the bloks are the bridges of Ga and the lasses of thepartition of E2 given in Remark 1. Now M must have full olumn rank if and only if eah blokhas full olumn rank. If a blok orresponds to a bridge e, there exists a unique ut of weight 2in Ga that ontains e, so this is obviously true. If a blok orresponds to a lass of the partitionof E2, then its orresponding submatrix ofM is the inidene matrix of all the 2-element subsetsof a set with at least two elements. Obviously, this matrix has full olumn rank if and only ifthe orresponding lass ontains more than two edges. 2A question that we �nd interesting is:Given a graph G = (V;E), what is the largest value of b in a faet-induing inequalityax � b for ut(G)?It is known [5℄ that if G is a series-parallel graph, then b � 2.
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